








� influential Jewish teacher, influenced by the 
Baptist

� striving for God’s impending Kingdom

� Wholly theocentric preaching

� showed immense compassion

� bias to the poor and the unloved, a particular 
regard for the young, in his presence there 
was a sense of being made whole;

� confrontation with the Jerusalem Temple 
authorities 



� preexisting Son of God sent by the Father as 
the Word incarnate, 

� born of the Virgin Mary, 

� a God Man who performed miracles, including 
nature miracles 

� His death on the Cross was God’s way of 
restoring fallen humanity through Jesus’ own 
atonement for our sins 

� through the power of God was raised from 
earthly death and exalted to God in heaven.

� Jesus will return from heaven to finally judge 
humankind at the general resurrection. 





� ‘Are there, then, no historical facts 
concerning Jesus’ birth to be gleaned from 
the birth narratives? The prospects are not 
good.’ ……….  ‘perhaps what we see most 
clearly in the birth narratives is diverse 
elaboration of the core conviction that Jesus 
was born of God’s Spirit in a special way’

� James Dunn, ‘Jesus Remembered’



� ‘To attempt to explain how these healings 
happened is beyond our purpose and 
probably impossible. …..a psychological 
explanation doesn’t work as a comprehensive 
explanation……within the thought world of 
the synoptic stories, Jesus’ healings were the 
result of ‘power’. ………. ‘Jesus’s exorcisms 
were also the result of the power of the 
Spirit’.

� Marcus Borg, ‘Jesus’



� Bishop David Jenkins :

the ‘very life and power and purpose and 
personality which was in him (Jesus) was 
actually continuing and was continuing both 
in the sphere of God and in the sphere of 
history so that he was a risen and living 
presence and possibility."



Are we honest enough to live with a Jesus not Are we honest enough to live with a Jesus not Are we honest enough to live with a Jesus not Are we honest enough to live with a Jesus not 
formed in our own image?formed in our own image?formed in our own image?formed in our own image?

If we are honest about Jesus, where does that If we are honest about Jesus, where does that If we are honest about Jesus, where does that If we are honest about Jesus, where does that 
leave our talk about leave our talk about leave our talk about leave our talk about ““““GodGodGodGod’’’’? ? ? ? 

Is there sufficient evidence and Is there sufficient evidence and Is there sufficient evidence and Is there sufficient evidence and 
understanding of Jesus to make us want to be understanding of Jesus to make us want to be understanding of Jesus to make us want to be understanding of Jesus to make us want to be 
followers of his way?followers of his way?followers of his way?followers of his way?







� 80% of children under 15 now no longer 
attend church

� Churches in the UK 2005 – 2010 

� Anglican Opening 34 Closing 238

� Methodists Opening 5        Closing 337

� Pentecostalist Opening 668    Closing 4



� Jack Spong ‘Why Christianity Must Change or 
Die’, ‘A New Christianity for a New World’

� Brian McClaren, ‘A New Kind of Christianity’

� Hilary Wakemen, ‘Saving Christianity’

� Dave Tomlinson ‘How to be a Bad Christian 
and a Better Human Being’

� 1963 John Robinson’s ‘Honest to God’. 



� Religious immediacy

� More democratic

� More personal

� Less about doctrine and more about 
journeying

� Liberation, feminist, black, queer, theologies 



� “It is when we stop believing that religions have 
been handed down from above or else that they are 
entirely daft that matters become more interesting. 
We can then recognize that we invented religions to 
serve two central needs which continue to this day 
and which secular society has not been able to 
solve with any particular skill: first, the need to live 
together in communities in harmony, despite our 
deeply rooted selfish and violent impulses. And 
second, the need to cope with terrifying degrees of 
pain which arise from our vulnerability to 
professional failure, to troubled relationships, to 
the death of loved ones and to our decay and 
demise.”



� Jesus the Teacher, not the Saviour

� Faith as Being not Belief 

� Easter as Presence, not Proof

� Christianity as Compassion, not 
Condemnation 

� Religion as Relationship, not Righteousness

� Original Blessing not Original Sin.



� is Passionate about Justice, Compassion, Love is Passionate about Justice, Compassion, Love is Passionate about Justice, Compassion, Love is Passionate about Justice, Compassion, Love 
and Healingand Healingand Healingand Healing

� is Prophetic and Inclusiveis Prophetic and Inclusiveis Prophetic and Inclusiveis Prophetic and Inclusive

� is Holy and Mediates the Sacredis Holy and Mediates the Sacredis Holy and Mediates the Sacredis Holy and Mediates the Sacred

� blesses all of life, is a blessing to the blesses all of life, is a blessing to the blesses all of life, is a blessing to the blesses all of life, is a blessing to the 
community.community.community.community.

� offers a thoughtful journey of questioning offers a thoughtful journey of questioning offers a thoughtful journey of questioning offers a thoughtful journey of questioning 
and discoveringand discoveringand discoveringand discovering



� Can the church be a place of honest seeking?Can the church be a place of honest seeking?Can the church be a place of honest seeking?Can the church be a place of honest seeking?

� What do you think are the main obstacles to What do you think are the main obstacles to What do you think are the main obstacles to What do you think are the main obstacles to 
creating a Jesus shaped church and what creating a Jesus shaped church and what creating a Jesus shaped church and what creating a Jesus shaped church and what 
steps might be taken to begin that change?steps might be taken to begin that change?steps might be taken to begin that change?steps might be taken to begin that change?

� What characteristics of a Jesus shaped church What characteristics of a Jesus shaped church What characteristics of a Jesus shaped church What characteristics of a Jesus shaped church 
would be the most attractive to you and why?would be the most attractive to you and why?would be the most attractive to you and why?would be the most attractive to you and why?







� Nietzsche probably more than anyone else 
confronted us with godless universe and 
successive radical theologians have 
endeavoured to reconcile the proclamation of 
the death of God within a worldview that still 
finds meaning and purpose in the Christian 
gospel.



� An honestly held philosophically view which 
claims in its rationality to dismiss the notion 
of an external supernatural deity, 
nevertheless has spurred on the attempt by 
theists to make sense of the Jesus story and 
the experiences of faith to represent religion 
in some kind of honest rapprochement. 



‘How shall we love You

if not as human

loving us wholly, fleshed in our frame,

known in our hunger

known in our meeting

spirit to Spirit, naming our name.’



� Do we really need to speak of God at all?

� If ‘God’ is no longer ‘up  there’, what do we 
mean by saying he is deep within?

� What do you understand by the ‘God power’
at work in Jesus?


